Through my path in life, I have designed clothing, worked with labeled
clothing manufacturers, strung beads and designed jewellery. Now, I’m
dabbing in ART. Rather, dealing in Art painted by Artists of international
acclaim.
Three years ago, I launched Artsybug- an International Trading company.
Recently, on a buying trip to India, a friend proposed, I take my love for
Arts a step further- Promote Art by some of my favorite Artists, and his,
across the seven seas.

Artsybug- Arts proposes to promote Indian Art in America.

Mrs. Uma Ravi Jain and Mr Udai Jain head the Dhoomimal gallery- one of
the oldest focal points on New Delhi’s art scene. They have a simple call-

In this day and age when everyone is trying to sell
Art, lets join hands and try promoting art &
Artists as a whole.
Artsybug is the exclusive dealer for Artists working through Dhoomimal
gallery, in the Americas. These include young talents like Hemraj, satardu,
Mehmood Hussain (Exhibited at the Muller and Plato gallery, Munich) as
well as old masters like M.F. Hussain, B.D. Gupta, F.N. Souza, Satish Gujral,
Sailoz Mukhrejea, Jamini Roy to name a few.
The poet peeks thru the paintbrush in Siddhartha’s iridescent paintings
made with vegetable dyes, real gold dust and ground pearls.
The vibrant hues of Rania’s canvases are a peek at paradise with their
luminous quality.
Damodaran’s biomorphic landscapes give a feel of tranquility and serene
pleasure.
Late master Bimal Das Gupta’s landscapes display cubism and Tantra.
Jagdish Dey’s harmonious paintings with their ethereal quality make him a
favorite amongst Art collectors. Infact his work is displayed in the
PRESIDENT HOUSE, India!
The strokes of Nagdev’s paintbrush seem to sing as they express the
intensity of Nature in his landscape.
Santhanaraj- an artist with an international following- has been
commissioned to do Frescos for various Government buildings in Indiaincluding the Parliament House!
All these artists have received various awards and accolades. Their works
are displayed in National Galleries, In India and abroad, some are
auctioned at Sotheby’s, and others are collected and displayed on
prominent locations or collected privately.
The works of Indian artists in the ARTSYBUG ARTSHOW is a compelling
collection.
The showing id definately worth a visit for art lovers as well as Collectors of
beautiful art.

Please contact Aarti Awasthi at artsybugusa@yahoo.com or call 408-267
6428 for exhibition timing or a private showing.
We hope you to see you there to enjoy this beautiful bouquet of exquisite
artwork.

